Abstract Example

*A4 Horizontally written, the font size around 10pt, single-sided printing, fasten with a staple at the upper left.
*Should be in less than 2000 words in English (less than 4,000 letters if in Japanese), no more than 4 pages.

Abstract of Dissertation

Title ○○○○○○○○○○
(××××××××××) *Japanese translation in parentheses.
Supervisor Prof. ○○ ○○
*Supervisor here must be your official academic supervisor
Graduate School of Medicine, University of Tokyo
Entered YYYY/MM
*If you entered doctorate program after completing master's program at Graduate School of Medicine, the University of Tokyo, write “進学”, the others “入学”
Doctoral Program of Medicine/ Doctoral Program
○○○○ Department *The name of the department must be typed correctly.
Name ○○ ○○
*Kanji must be used if you are a non-Japanese with a kanji name.
If you do not have a kanji name, enter your name in katakana.

※1 : This part must be written in Japanese. Above is for your reference only.
※2 : The body of the abstract may be written in Japanese or in English.